Abstract. We reexamine the impact of soil water on the precipitation for the United States for July 1993 (the time of the Mississippi flood), previously discussed by BeO'aars et al. [1996], using soil moisture from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis (ERA). Ensembles of three precipitation forecasts for the month of July, initialized on July 1, 2, and 3, using different initial soil water fields, are compared with the 12 to 24 hour ERA precipitation forecasts for the month and the observed precipitation. Both the 12 to 24 hour forecasts and the July integrations depict the July mean anomaly field well, although the mid-West precipitation maximum is displaced northward in both the ECMWF short and long-term forecasts. The July 1993 ERA soil water anomaly does not account for the anomalous July precipitation, but replacing the July 1, 1993, soil water with the much drier soil water from June 1988 reduces the July 1993 ensemble forecast precipitation by about 40%. It is probable that soil water nudging has reduced the variability of soil water in the ERA fields.
Introduction
Beljaars et al. [1996] discussed the sensitivity of the extreme rainfall over the central United States in July 1993 to the landsurface parameterization and soil water anomalies in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model. They showed how the introduction of a prognostic four layer soil water model [Viterbo and Beljaars, 1995] in the ECMWF operational model in 1993, combined with wetter initial soils, greatly increased the accuracy of 2-3 day precipitation forecasts. They also showed the sensitivity of precipitation in July integrations to initial soil water. The difference in the July precipitation from a three member ensemble of July integations starting with wet soils on July 1, 2 and 3 and an ensemble starting with dry soils qualitatively resembled the observed July precipitation anomaly, which showed a maximum over the mid-West (producing the 1993 Mississippi flood) and minima over the southeastern and southwestern United States (see Plate 2 later).
At that time a soil water analysis was not available for initialization, so Beljaars et al. [ 1996] used hypothetical idealized fields. They defined these idealized soil wetness fields in terms of a percent of available soil water A w , defined as 
Forecast Ensembles and Precipitation
Validation Data Table 1 Table 1 were also initialized on July 1,2, and 3, but the soil water fields for set B were taken from the 15 year July ERA mean and for set C is considered the better model estimate of precipitation. We will show these here and we will refer to them as 12-24FX precipitation. For validation of the precipitation fields, we will use the gridded 
Soil Wetness
The left three panels in Plate 1 are percent soil wetness availability, and the right three are percent soil wetness difference fields. Top left is the 15 year ERA July average soil wetness, which was used to initialize ensemble B in Table 1 This is significant because Beljaars et al. [1996] concluded that it was increased evaporation over the southwestern United States and the Mexican plateau (their Figure 3b) that was responsible for the improved location of the precipitation maximum in the CY48 forecasts. In that study, increased evaporation upstream improved the structure of the elevated boundary layer and reduced the strength of the capping inversion overlying the moist southerly flow from the Gulf of Mexico, which permitted a more southerly onset of precipitation. In contrast, soil water in the reanalysis is low over the western United States.
Impact of Soil Water on Precipitation Anomaly Fields for July Integrations
The top panel of Plate 3 is the July precipitation anomaly (differenced from the 15 year ERA mean) for the ensemble of July integrations initialized on July 1, 2, and 3, 1993 (ensemble A in Table 1 ). It shows a similar anomaly pattern to the ERA 12-24FX precipitation, although the precipitation maximum is underpredicted by perhaps 50%, and its location has exactly the same error, a northward shift. The dry anomalies are forecast quite well on this monthly timescale.
The middle panel of Plate 3 shows the precipitation difference for the July 1993 integrations (the precipitation difference between ensembles A and B in Table 1 
